
WE DESIGN
AND INTEGRATE

SOLUTIONS
FOR YOU.



Our 3,000m2 Plant
Is located in the city of Aguascalientes, Mexico, 
wich is a strategic point to give excellent delivery 
times to all the cities of our country and in the 
world.
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We produce and create P.O.P material for 
exhibiting your products.

High technology and engineering processes that we have lets us 
give you the best quality and time response. In addition, we have 
an unlimited production capacity because all of our processes are 
integrated inside our plant.



Modules:acces module, box module, order module, 
modular node, 90 and 120 blind module.

Checkouts with bar, simple and modular.

Exhibitors: wire mesh, hangers and
hooks, slotted panel, gondolas, jewlery, gondolas.

Gondolas with slotted panel, with panel and hooks,
perforated panel for accesories and garments, bread 
dispenser, puppets food, four views gondola,
and industrial metalic.



Commercial products: wire mesh, hangers and hooks, 
slotted panel, gondolas, jewlery exibition, mannequins.

Advertising: stands, inflatable products, skydancers, 
P.O.P material, iluminated advertisements and totems.

For storespoint of purchase, exhibition tables, MDF cut, 
and hanging displays.



Our clients trust in us:



OUR CERTIFICATIONS
At Meikergrup, we have the highest 
standards of quality. Some of the 
certifications we have are:

D-U-N-S
Coca Cola global certified supplier
Toyota certified supplier



SERVICES
Our working team is highly 
qualified to give you an 
integrated solution with a 
unique design made from 
scratch, according to your 
necessities.

Innovation, creativity and 
functional design are a 
characteristic in all the product 
lines we offer to you.



CONTACT
At MEIKERGRUP we offer integrative and very personalized 

solutions according to your specific needs:

From the ideal exhibition at your point of purchase, until high 
efficiency projects in your company’s production internal 

processes.

Headquarters: Av. Héroe de Nacozari Nte. 2401-2 Fracc. Las Hadas, 
Ags. Ags. México C.P. 20140

Office: Av. Gómez Morin #922 Ed. Highparck 3er. Piso Oficina 032, 
San Pedro Garza Garcia, N.L C.P. 66278  

ptrejo@meikergrup.com
449 3859748
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